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Objectives of the course
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Stimulate students to organize their data for their PhD 
thesis in the form of a manuscript for publication in na 
international jornal (QualisA)

At the end of the course the student must hand in a 
scientific article, of his ownership, related to their thesis, 
together with a letter to the editor.

The  manuscript and the letter will be sent to the 
reviewers.



Peer Review Process

2

Fabio and Deborah will act as 
editors, selecting faculty members of 
the graduate program to review the 

manuscripts submitted by the 
students.

The reviewers will critically and 
anonymously evaluate the 

manuscripts, judging scientific 
content, presentation and may ask 

for changes.

Students will then submit a revised 
version of the comments and submit 
a revised version of the  manuscript 

responding to the reviewer´s 
comments (date to be determined) 

with a letter to the editor. 

Notas do Presenter
Notas de apresentação
O Qualis-Periódicos é um sistema usado para classificar a produção científica dos programas de pós-graduação no que se refere aos artigos publicados em periódicos científicos.A classificação de periódicos é realizada pelas áreas de avaliação e passa por processo anual de atualização. Esses veículos são enquadrados em estratos indicativos da qualidade - A1, o mais elevado; A2; B1; B2; B3; B4; B5; C - com peso zero.



Students excused from
the peer review process

• Students that prove  that they 
are first authors of scientific 
papers related to their thesis, 
that are either published or 
undergoing revision will submit 
their manuscript which will not 
undergo an additional peer 
review process.

• Obs.: Pre-prints are not valid 
since these have not undergone 
a peer review process, these will 
be submitted to review.
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Program  and Calendar
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08/17       Introduction to the course (Deborah and Fabio)
08/31       Concepts of writing structure (Daniela Basseres)
09/14       The editor's point of view (Bianca Zingalis)
09/21 Follow up of the manuscripts Group 1(Students)
10/5         Follow up of the manuscripts Group 2 (Students)
11/09       Manuscripts are due
12/11       Response to reviewer is due



Why is it importante to write a  Paper?

George Whitesides (Professor, Dept. of Chemistry, Harvard 
Univ, Top Highly Cited, >1200 papers):

“If your research does not generate papers, it might just as well 
not have been done. 
Interesting and unpublished is equivalent to non-existing“

Advanced Materials, 2004, 16:1375-1377

https://gmwgroup.harvard.edu/news/george-whitesides-how-write-paper-communicate-your-research5



Importance 
of the 

Scientific 
Article
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Share and transmit knowledge 
obtained through research. 

Essential for the Evolution of 
science.

Science is based on fundamentals 
of previous research.



Before you begin

• Organize your data.

• Read the literature  (make 
notes).

• Remember you must always 
write in your own words or it my 
be considered plagiarism, 
journals do not accept even auto-
plagiarism. Be careful!
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A paper is not a report !!! 

Reports may help elaborating manuscripts 

Have an organized Notebook!!

However:

Data should be stored in an organized 
fashion so that  anyone in the area is able 
to repeat your experiments/ results!
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Articles to 
be accepted 
by referees 

and cited by 
coleagues 

must:

Convene a precise and clear 
message. 

Have solid and reproducible data. 

Have conclusions supported by 
the data presented.

Authors should convince readers 
their work is important.



How to write a 
Scientific article ?



When writing
an article:
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Allways read articles related to your work.

Organize your data.

Include figures with complete legends.

Reserve time to work on the manuscript.

Choose the type of article to be written 
letter/short common

Chose the journal for submission: see the format 
of the articles as well as references.

Read the scope of the jornal as well as guidelines!



Papers are not necessarily written in this order 

Parts of the paper
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1. Title
2. Graphical Abstract/Highlights
3. Abstract
4. Introduction
5. Materials and Methods
6. Results and Discussion (may be seperate items)
7. Conclusions
8. Acknowledgements
9. Bibliography (References)
10. Figures with legends, Tabels
11. Supplementary material



How papers are usually read



1. Figures with legends/Tables
2. Results
3. Materials and Methods
4. Introduction
5. Discussion
6. Conclusion
7. Abstract
8. Acknowledgements
9. References
10. Graphical Abstract/Highlights
11. Title

How papers are usually written
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Figures

Figures must be clear 
easily seen (avoid small 
fonts and be careful when  
choosing colors).

Maintain format and font 
consistent.

One should be able to 
understand the result just 
by looking at the figure.



Figure 
Legends

- Should be complete.

- Have a title: A highlight of the main 
result (some journals have diferent  
diferent styles).

- Inlude details  so that the reader can 
understand how the experiment was 
performed. If necessary refer to 
Materials & Methods.



Materials & Methods
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Objective: Give suficiente 
information so that the 
reader can repeat the 

experimente whenever 
necessary include 

references.

Description of  materials 
used (name, brand, place 

and country)

Description of cells, animals 
and patients (patient 

samples).

Ethics committee List all Methods then 
carefully describe them. 

This section make take 
longer to write than 

expected.



-May be separate or together

-The order of the results  is the order you want to tell the story, 
not necessarily the order the experiments were performed and 
may vary according to the message you want to convene.  

-Take time to decide the best way to tell the story, this can be 
done even when you only have initial results.

-Include figures of expected results. These can guide your 
experiments.
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Results and Discussion



Results
and

Discussion

Keep in mind your contribution 
to the literature.

Discussion of results relative to 
what is known in the literature.

Discrepancies with the 
literature should be discussed.

Limitations of the study may 
also be discussed



Conclusions
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Based on the 
discussion write 
the conclusion.

Avoid repeating 
the results and 

discussion.

It is not a summary 
of the results.

Report what is 
really new and 
unique of your 

study.

Significance of your 
work.

Future 
perspectives. 



Introduction 

Sayuri M
iyam

oto -Redação Científica -2022
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Contextualize / 
Give a Background

Motivation for the 
study.

Why are more 
studies necessary?

Are there different ideas 
to explain the same 

phenomenon , or  gaps 
to specific hypothesis.

What are your 
objectives?



Introduction
3 paragraphs

I. Background – Introduction to 
the theme (Contextualization 
and need for the study.

Necessity for the study)

II. Gaps- Indicate the gaps in the 
area, what is your main 
question? Describe limitations, 
challenges and open questions. 
Why is the study necessary? 

III. Describe the objectives of the 
work. What are the strategies 
used to answer the main 
question? Give a preview of 
what will be found in the article.



Introduction 

Deborah Scechtman- 2022 23

Background

Gaps

Preview of results

Context

However... Although....lacking

 
Objectives Strategies used, here we....



Find in the introduction

Background

Gaps

Objectives
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Find in the introduction

Background

Gaps

Objectives



References

Use a reference manager fs (EndNote, 
Mendeley).

Cite articles that gave origin to the 
concept you describe.

Cite recent articles.

Cite references that you read and that 
have helped you.

Avoid too Much auto-citation

Do not use too many references (some 
journals limit the number of references).



Acknowledgment

Funding agency (name and grant number)

Thank collaborators that helped with reagents or 
discussions (people that were helpfull but not 
enough to be considered co-authors).
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Abstract

28

A concise paragraph that sumarizes

Motivation for the work

Experimental strategy

Main resultas

Conclusions and advances in the area



Graphical abstract
Capable of sumarizing the main message of the manuscript

https://www.jci.org/kiosks/publish/graphical29



Title

• Short and specific (avoid long 
titles...)

• Should describe your work in a 
concise manner

• Include Keywords that will help 
find your work

• Be careful not to submit a 
manuscript with language 
errors in the title.
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Finalizing

31

Consider professional editing 
services.

Prepare a submission letter.

Most manuscripts are rejected at 
least once don’t give up, don’t 
be discouraged.



Bibliography

WebSites
• George Whitesides - How to Write a Paper to Communicate

Your Research (https://gmwgroup.harvard.edu/news/george-
whitesides-how-write-paper-communicate-your-research)

• Scientific Writting - Videos
https://www.wetenschappelijkschrijven.nl/videos/

Sayuri Miyamoto - Redação Científica - 2022 32

https://gmwgroup.harvard.edu/news/george-whitesides-how-write-paper-communicate-your-research
https://gmwgroup.harvard.edu/news/george-whitesides-how-write-paper-communicate-your-research
https://www.wetenschappelijkschrijven.nl/videos/
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